It's not a mirror,
it's a Face Recognition Terminal

Face Recognition System for
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FingerTec Face ID 4, the powerful facial recognition terminal from FingerTec provides solid identity verification
through its contactless biometrics technology, recognizing a face in mere seconds for accurate attendance
reporting. Loaded with Face Biobridge VX 8.0, face recognition algorithm, detecting facial features during
enrollment and verification is made quicker and more accurate, and with the high-resolution camera and infrared
feature, face detection is possible even under minimal light. Customized for function, the device comes prepared for
time attendance usage. Face ID 4 is an ideal solution that is suitable for small and medium enterprises, as well as
those in need of a reliable, contactless solution.

Contactless Identification
With Face ID 4, all you need is one
look, and you’re ready to go. Facial
recognition makes it easy for you to
verify yourself without having to
free your hands.

Product

Revolutionary Face
Technology
With the VX8.0 face recognition
algorithm, face detection during
verification and enrollment is now
quicker and more accurate.

Cloud-Ready Technology

Ergonomically Designed

Face ID 4 comes with the latest
PUSH technology, suitable for FCC
data storage and convenient for
TimeTec TA. The
technology
eliminates the need for manual data
download process.

The Face ID 4 design is engineered
specifically to facilitate easy
positioning and alignment of your
face for an easy and hassle-less
verification.

Manage Data Easily

Multi-Verification Methods

TCMS V3 is loaded with useful
features complete with various
reports for your business. Its data
integration to 3rd party software is
made available through the readily
available SDK.

You have multiple verification
options with Face ID 4. Verify
yourself using face, card, or even by
password.

Loaded with Extra Features

Value for Money

Full colour touch screen, short
messaging, work codes, photo
display after verification. These are
among our many additional features
that you get with Face ID 4.

Face ID 4 was designed to be
economical so that you are able to
implement FingerTec solutions at a
lower cost. We believe that when it
comes to business and security,
there should be no compromise.

